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Abstract: Multifunctional Robot On Topological Notions (MROTN) is a research program that has
as one of its goals to develop qualitative algorithms that make navigation decisions. This article
presents new research from MROTN that extends previous results by allowing an agent to carry
out qualitative reasoning about direction and spinning. The main result is a new heuristic, the
Heuristic of Directional Qualitative Semantic (HDQS), which allows for selecting a spinning action
to establish a directional relation between an agent and an object. The HDQS is based on the key
idea of encoding directional information into topological relations. The new heuristic is important to
the MROTN because it permits the continued development of qualitative navigation methods based
on topological notions. We show this by presenting a new version of the Topological Qualitative
Architecture of Navigation that uses the HDQS to address situations that require spinning.

Keywords: qualitative navigation; qualitative orientation; spinning; heuristics of true conditions;
multifunctional robots

1. Introduction

In robotics, there are two approaches to each task: quantitative and qualitative. One
of the advantages of using quantitative methods is that the information obtained by the
sensors available to a robot (bumpers, sonars, lasers, etc.) can be directly expressed in
a geometric representation of space. However, quantitative methods have an important
disadvantage because they lack sufficient expressivity to allow a mobile robot to perform
tasks which go beyond mere movement from one spatial point to another. This is a
problem, given that human beings mainly make use of relationships between spatial areas
to communicate tasks and information. For this reason, the development of qualitative
methods is essential to attain multifunctional robots capable of continuous interaction
in social environments. This paper presents new results obtained in a program, called
Multifunctional Robot On Topological Notions (MROTN), initiated to research the use of
topological notions to represent qualitative spatial relations and to apply these notions
to produce multifunctional robots [1–4]. These new results extend the previous results
of the MROTN program. Specifically, they address the limitations of the Heuristic of
Topological Qualitative Semantic (HTQS) [1,2]. The initial investigation that led to the
HTQS was done considering an agent which could move backwards, forwards, left, and
right. In a previous paper, it is explained how HTQS can be used to achieve navigation
in unknown and dynamic environments [3]. However, the set of actions that includes
moving backwards, forwards, left, and right does not allow for all possible configurations
for an agent because it does not permit a change of orientation. However, the set of
actions that includes spinning and moving backwards and forwards allows for all possible
configurations because left and right movements can be built together with backwards,
forward, and spinning movements. Figure 1 shows an example of the limitation of an agent
that does not have spinning in its set of movements and compares it with one that does.
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Figure 1. (a) The red agent can move backwards, forwards, left, and right. The red agent cannot
establish the target position to grasp the object because it lacks of spinning movements. (b) The green
agent can do backwards, forward, and spinning movements. The green agent can establish the target
position to grasp the object.

For these reasons, many domestic robots are only equipped with mechanisms to spin
and move backwards and forwards. As a result, research has been carried out to create
methods for robots to reason about spinning and select which spinning actions to apply.

Qualitative reasoning about direction has been researched in the fields of cartography and
geographical information systems (GISs). The main problem in GISs research is how to deduce
the direction from point A to point C, given the directions from A to B and B to C [5]. Different
proposals to resolve that problem have been made, such as a projection-based concept [5],
cone-shaped directions [5,6], double cross calculus [7], cardinal direction calculus (CDC) [8],
flip-flop [9], dipole[10], Oriented Point Relation Algebra (OPRA)[11], and TPCC [12]. These
proposals address the problem of identifying which is being designated among a group of
objects when given a set of relational directions. In robotics, different methods have been used
to address planning routes with qualitative directions, such as extended double cross [13], the
line of moving direction [14], and cone-shaped directions [15]. However, making decisions
about directions in local navigation is done using mostly quantitative directions [16–18], and
little research has been done on qualitative reasoning about orientation. One proposal to carry
out qualitative reasoning about orientation and spinning for agents is based onOPRAm with
adjustable granularity [19]. Other proposals include the use of a topological-semantic-metric
(TSM) map [14] and the Qualitative Trajectory Calculus Double-Cross [20].

The research presented in this article (which is based on one section of a chapter of
the author’s PhD thesis [21]) focuses on making qualitative decisions about spinning in
local navigation. This is an important topic because the natural way humans communicate
spatial tasks is by making use of spatial relations. For example, we use qualitative language
to communicate information, such as “Turn around and face the cathedral”. Given this,
it would seem necessary for a multifunctional robot capable of functioning in human
environments to possess a high degree of spatial reasoning, and, specifically, reasoning
about qualitative spatial relations. The ability of a robot to move around and interact in
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an urban environment depends on the capacity to perform tasks such as capturing the
environment, self-localization, navigation, planning and natural language processing [1].
Most approaches to address qualitative directional information are based on points as the
basic entities for describing the cardinal direction. The approach presented here to describe
qualitative directional information is novel because it incorporates qualitative topological
relationships to determine direction. Specifically, the qualitative topological relationships
are the set of relative topological relations [1,2]. In addition, the process to make decisions
presented here differs from previous research in that it is a qualitative heuristic. The new
contributions contained in this article are based on the key idea of encoding directional
information into relative topological relations.

Establishing a direction is an important feature that allows addressing different issues
related to navigation in dynamic and unknown environments. In a dynamic environment,
if the agent leaves an object behind while moving forward, it cannot move backwards
to find the object again because the environment could have changed and it could crash
into an obstacle, so it requires spinning to register the environment while it turns back.
Another important issue is that if an agent needs to go to a specific position while it is
exploring an unknown environment, it could be advantageous to perform diagonals, which
requires spinning and establishing a qualitative direction. This paper’s main result is a new
heuristic that establishes a qualitative direction, and it opens the door to creating agents
that perform qualitative navigation by making diagonals and turning back to previous
positions.

An additional motivation of this research is designing an architecture in agreement
with the Cognitive Theory of True Conditions (CTTC). The essence of the CTTC is that true
conditions not only give meaning to language expression but also play a fundamental role
in all the cognitive processes of the human brain [22,23]. The previous architecture, TQNA
1.0 [3], lacks true conditions to describe an agent’s spinning actions. This paper presents a
new version of the TQNA that uses a new heuristic to assign true conditions to the classify
the spinning actions and establish changes in orientation.

The structure of the article as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews how the MROTN
program addresses the navigation tasks and summarizes its results to date. Section 3
presents research we conducted about spinning decisions and the heuristic we found.
Section 4 provides an overview of how we have tested the heuristic, and Section 5 presents
how it has been incorporated into TQNA 2.0. Section 6 discusses the achieved results and
future research plans. The last section summarizes the achieved results.

2. The Research Program: Multifunctional Robot on Topological Notions

The MROTN program proposes using spatial relations based on topological notions
to research navigation problems [1,2]. One of the main results of the MROTN is HTQS.
HTQS can only be used in open spaces because it does not allow for making decisions
about spinning. Before presenting the research about how qualitative topological notions
can be used to make decisions about spinning, we review HTQS.

HTQS finds a solution to the problem of topological qualitative navigation [1,2]. The
fundamental element of HTQS is the topological reasoning linear graph (TRLG), which is a
tuple whose elements are relative topological relations (RTRs). The set of RTRs concerning
S13 has 13 elements. Thus, S13 = {s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6, s7, s8, s9, s10, s11, s12, s13} where s1
is called Disjoint-0, s2 is called Meet-0, s3 is called Overlap-0, s4 is called CoveredBy-0, s5
is called Covers-0, s6 is called Inside, s7 is called Equal, s8 is called Contains, s9 is called
CoveredBy-1, s10 is called Covers-1, s11 is called Overlap-1, s12 is called Meet-1, and s13 is
called Disjoint-1. The visualization of the RTRs can be observed in Figure 2:
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Figure 2. Visual representation of the RTRs. Each image shows an RTR between the agent denoted
by [ ] and an object denoted by 〈 〉 in a one-dimensional space.

The relative topological relations are calculated in Z by means of the formalism order
propositions matrix and denoted by P5(X, Y) consisting of the following matrix:

P5(X, Y) =


min(X) < min(Y) min(X) < max(Y)
max(X) < min(Y) max(X) < max(Y)
min(X) = min(Y) min(X)− 1 = max(Y)

max(X) + 1 = min(Y) max(X) = max(Y)


where X is the region occupied in Z by the agent and Y is the region occupied also in Z by
the object or the target.

Each of the elements of the matrix is a proposition that has a value of B = {0, 1},
depending on whether the proposition is false (0) or true (1). Table 1 shows the characteri-
zation of each of the relative topological relations by the order propositions matrix.

The HTQS requires the following data structures for its implementation:

• A table with the agent’s actions labeled by one of the three following relations: {<
,=,>}. The meaning of the labels depends on the kind of the reference system that
represents the position of the space. For example, if it is egocentric, < means that the
action causes the values of the objects to increase after it is applied, = means that the
action does not cause a change in the values of the objects after it is applied, and >
means that the action causes the values of the objects to decrease after it is applied.

• A set of rules to assign the corresponding TRLG to each agent and object.
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Table 1. The relative topological relations defined by means of the order propositions matrix.

Disjoint-0 Meet-0 Overlap-0

P< =


1 1
1 1
0 0
0 0

 P< =


1 1
1 1
0 0
1 0

 P< =


1 1
0 1
0 0
0 0


Covers-0 CoveredBy-0 Inside

P< =


1 1
0 0
0 0
0 1

 P< =


0 1
0 1
1 0
0 0

 P< =


0 1
0 1
0 0
0 0


Equal Contains CoveredBy-1

P< =


0 1
0 0
1 0
0 1

 P< =


1 1
0 0
0 0
0 0

 P< =


0 1
0 0
0 0
0 1


Covers-1 Overlap-1 Meet-1

P< =


0 1
0 0
1 0
0 0

 P< =


0 1
0 0
0 0
0 0

 P< =


0 0
0 0
0 1
0 0


Disjoint-1

P< =


0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0



For an order topology on a non-dense space, the set of rules used to assign the
corresponding TRLG to the agent and object is relative to their size and shape in Table 2.

Table 2. This table shows the conditions between A (an agent) and O (an object) to assign a TRLG
when the topological space is not dense. Given that the space is a discrete one-dimensional space,
|X| is the length of X. >, =, and < are the relations greater than, equal to, and less than, respectively.

Case Subcase Id Topological Reasoning Lineal Graph

|A| < |O|
(|A|+ 1) < |O| 1 〈s1, s2, s3, s5, s8, s10, s11, s12, s13〉
(|A|+ 1) = |O| 2 〈s1, s2, s3, s5, s10, s11, s12, s13〉

|A| > |O|
|A| > (|O|+ 1) 3 〈s1, s2, s3, s4, s6, s9, s11, s12, s13〉
|A| = (|O|+ 1) 4 〈s1, s2, s3, s4, s9, s11, s12, s13〉

|A| = |O|
|A| = |O| > 1 5 〈s1, s2, s3, s7, s11, s12, s13〉
|A| = |O| = 1 6 〈s1, s7, s13〉

Devices that capture information for robots are physically constrained and have a
finite number of sensors. Therefore, the set of rules used for an HTQS-compliant robot
should be of an order topology with non-dense space, for example Z. It is true that, if
the sensitivity of the robot’s sensors is sufficiently high, the subcases arising from the
characteristics of a non-dense space cannot happen easily.

The implementation of the HTQS comprises the following steps:

1. A TRLG is selected according to the size of the objects oA and oR.
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2. The relative topological relation between the objects oA and oR is calculated from their
current positions, sc, and the number associated with the node of sc in the TRLG, nsc ,
is stored.

3. The number, nst , associated with the node of the relative topological relation that is
the target between the objects oA and oR, st, is obtained.

4. It is checked which order relation holds between nsc and nst from the following:

• nsc < nst

• nsc = nst

• nsc > nst

The definitions of the relations must agree with the labeling of actions.
5. It is examined at the means-ends table using the order relation that holds between nsc

and nst in order to select the action that is labeled with the same order relation. This
is the action selected by heuristics.

More details about the HTQS and its elements can be found in previous articles [1–3].

3. Qualitative Reasoning about Orientation and Spinning

The research presented in this paper has addressed a kind of navigation problem that
consists in using the quantitative sensory spatial information an agent’s sensor registers to
choose a spinning action that establishes a specific directional relation with a specific object.
Specifically, the problem has two goals to solve. The first goal is starting from a quantitative
description of the agent’s spatial environment and generating a set of jointly exhaustive
and pairwise disjoint binary relations that describe the directions D = {D1, . . . , Dn} so
that two objects of the environment are always in one and only one of the relations of
the set. The second goal is obtaining a method with low computational complexity that
selects from the actions an agent can perform those that can establish a directional relation
between the agent and an object based on the initial relation that describes the object’s
direction with reference to the agent.

Considering the information above, we can define a type of general problem, which is
called directional problem based on spatial relations and is expressed as follows:

Given a starting spatial configuration A that contains a list of objects [O] = (O1, . . . , On)
of which one is a robot, the robot must establish the spatial relations G1, G2, . . . among objects
(X1, X1′), (X2, X2′) . . . by using [the robot’s] knowledge and sensory information received.
where S1, S2, . . . , G1, G2, . . . ∈ D, and Xi, Xi′ reference specific objects of the environment.

In this article, we focus on a specific problem subtype of the directional problem based
on spatial relations in which the following constraints are fixed:

• A is a region of the Euclidean space R2.
• The environment has only two objects: a motionless object and an agent.
• The agent has two actions: spinning left and right.

It must be noted that the problem addressed in this paper in which the agent starts
from a quantitative description of the environment poses a type of problem a real robot can
face. A robot obtains quantitative spatial information by sensors, such as a robot sonar [24],
laser ranging [25] or an artificial vision system [26]. Thus, the methods presented here, in
addition to solving the problem based on spatial relations we have posed, could be usable
in real-world applications.

We followed these steps to address this problem: (1) We established a general instance
of the problem and analyzed how to extract qualitative directional information from it.
(2) We formulated a model to describe qualitative directional information. (3) We created a
heuristic that solves the problem of making decisions about spinning using the formulated
model. (4) We tested the solution by creating a computer program. (5) We applied the
solution to improve a navigation architecture. In this section and the following ones, we
describe these steps and their results.
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3.1. Initial Assumptions

The research conducted for the present article considered a two-dimensional Euclidian
space as a workspace, resulting in two possible actions: spinning left and spinning right.
Additionally, some assumptions were made relative to the objects and agents to focus the
research on concrete situations. For this research, each situation considered fulfills the
following four conditions:

• The two-dimensional space has a Euclidean geometry. This geometry describes the
physical space of our daily life.

• The agent is symmetrical, and its rotating point is the center of mass, considering
the agent would have its mass distributed uniformly. This assumption is assumed
because most robots have a symmetric shape, and even humans and many other
animals are symmetric.

• If the object is concave, it is not surrounding the agent fully or partially. This is
assumed because if an object is surrounding the agent, the concept of the direction
of the object has lost its meaning and we cannot assign a direction. Therefore, the
agent cannot be inside one of the cavities of another object. Because an agent in a
cavity is surrounded by the object, we cannot discuss directional relation between the
agent and the object. Figure 3 gives two examples of situations in which direction
does and does not make sense. Instead, an agent surrounded by an object should be
represented through a topological relation, as discussed in a previous article [27].

• The agent cannot collide with the object while spinning. It implies that the shortest
distance from the object to the agent’s rotation point is greater than the distance from
the farthest point from the agent to its rotation point.

Figure 3. Situations allowed and not allowed between an agent and a concave object. The yellow
shape is an object and the red rectangle is an agent. (a) The situation is not allowed because the
direction does not make sense. (b) The situation is allowed because the direction makes sense.

Because this work is focused on describing relative orientations, the last assumption
was that the object and the agent never overlap when the agent is spinning. Thus, the issue
of detecting collisions while spinning is outside the scope of this paper.

3.2. Transforming Directional Information into Topological Information

The first element of a heuristic is a representation of the possible qualitative states of
the problem. The HTQS uses a qualitative coordinate system to represent the states, which
can be understood as a Cartesian qualitative coordinate system because the set of actions
used to change from one’s coordinates to another’s are backwards, forwards, left, and right.
However, if we want to use spinning, a different kind of qualitative coordinate system is
needed to make the decisions. The research begins by noting the next two facts:

• An agent with continuous symmetry does not modify the agent’s spatial position
when it spins.

• Spinning actions modify the direction between an agent and an object, even if the
agent has a continuous symmetry.

Using the above facts, we deduce that we cannot use only topological information to
make decisions about spinning and that directional information is essential to reasoning
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about spinning. Therefore, we explored encoding directional information into a topological
representation. Given that the relative direction between an agent and an object is altered
when the agent spins, the goal was to develop a method that expresses how and in which
direction the two objects are aligned. The method found to represent the alignment consists
of projecting the object and the agent in a one-dimensional space that is parallel to the
x-axis of the egocentric coordinate system fixed in the agent’s point of rotation. The
orientation of the coordinate systems uses the forward direction of the agent as the y-axis.
Once the projections are obtained, the relative topological relation between the projections
of the agent and the object are calculated. This idea is shown in Figure 4. The agent
in Figure 4 does not have continuous symmetry because a rectangular shape allows for
showing spinning changes better, but the method also works with objects with continuous
symmetry.

Figure 4. An agent (rectangular shape) and an object (pentagonal shape) are projected in a one-
dimensional space. The object and the agent are projected to a one-dimensional space. The pentagon’s
projection generates [ ] and the agent’s projection generates the object < >. The projection is
parallel to the horizontal axis of the egocentric coordinate system of the agent.

The agent’s sensors record quantitative information, and the agent can represent this
information using an egocentric coordinate system. The vertical axis of the egocentric
coordinate system corresponds with the direction in which the agent can move forwards
and backwards. The origin of the coordinates is the agent’s point of rotation, and the
vertical and horizontal axes are orthogonal. Therefore, the method used to calculate the
projection is taking the x-coordinates of the object and the agent of the egocentric coordinate
system. The coordinate system must be egocentric because it permits knowledge of the
alignment caused by the spinning motion of the agent. If the system of reference were
allocentric, the coordinates and the coordinate axes would be static, and the object would
hold the same values independent from the spinning motion of the agent. Therefore, no
change could be registered because the origin of the projection would be always the same.
The egocentric and allocentric cases can be seen in Figure 5.

The projection permits the identification of a topological relation that encodes direc-
tional information relative to the object and the agent. However, because the projection
goes from a two-dimensional space to a one-dimensional space, there is some information
that disappears. That loss of information can be seen in Figure 6. The projection provides
information about the alignment, but it is not possible to know in which direction the
alignment occurs.
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Figure 5. An agent with a rectangular shape spins with different coordinate systems while an object
with a circle form remains still. The agent applies the same spinning action from 1 to 4. (A) In
the egocentric coordinate system, the direction of the object changes, and the topological relation
between the projections changes. (B) In the allocentric coordinate system, the direction of the object
does not change, and the topological relation between the projections does not change.

Figure 6. An agent (rectangular shape) and an object (pentagonal shape) are projected in a one-
dimensional space in two different situations. Situation I cannot be distinguished from Situation II
using RTRs because both situations generate the same after their projection. Thus, projecting the
object and the agent in a one-dimensional space causes a loss of information.

Although in this work we do not consider actions aside from spinning, the information
lost is essential for choosing between backwards and forwards actions, so it must be
incorporated. To achieve that goal, the guiding idea was creating positional variants of
the relative topological relations. This idea was specified by creating three positional
variants of each relative topological relation. Each positional variant contains information
about the direction from which the projection was done. Those variants are denoted by:
+,=,−. Each is associated with a region of the space. The positional variants come from
the division of the two-dimensional space into three regions +, = and − where the object
projection occurs. These three regions are relative to the agent because the coordinate
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system is egocentric. The two-dimensional space is divided, drawing two straight lines
parallel to the x-axis: one through the point of the agent with a greater y-coordinate and
the other through the agent’s point with a lesser y-coordinate. These divisions of the space
produce three regions, and each region is associated with one of the three variants. Two
examples of the three regions are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Examples of the regions associated with the variants. To avoid the loss of information when
projecting the object to the one-dimensional space, the two-dimensional space is divided into three
regions: +, =, and −. The green lines denote the border between the three regions. (A) The rectangle
is the agent. (B) The circle is the agent.

The positional variants form a set, PV. Using the sets S13 (see Section 2) and PV, a
new set of relations is defined in the following way:

D39 = S13 × PV where PV = {+,=,−}

Each element of the set of relations D39 is called a directional topological relation (DTR).
To simplify the notation of the directional topological relations, the pair that denotes

the relation is substituted by the relative topological relation with a superindex, which is
the symbol of the variant, for example

(s8,+) = s+8

The assignment of the positional variant to the relation comes from which region
the object is projected. The rule for assigning a positional variant is that, if the object is
completely inside + or −, those will be the variants assigned, but, if any part of the object
is in the = area, then the relation will be assigned the variant =. This method solves the
problem of lost directional information, as shown in Figure 8.

The steps to calculate the DTR between an agent and an object are shown in Algorithm 1.
The data used in Algorithm 1 are described graphically in Figure 9.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm to calculate the Directional Topological Relation (DTR).
Ensure: Directional Topological Relation.

1: interval-object-x.beggining:=x1O; // see Figure 9
interval-object-x.ending:=x2O; // see Figure 9
interval-object-y.begginig:=y1O; // see Figure 9
interval-object-y.endding:=y2O; // see Figure 9
interval-agent-x.beggining := x1A; // see Figure 9
interval-agent-x.ending := x2A; // see Figure 9
interval-agent-x.beggining := x1A; // see Figure 9
interval-agent-x.ending := x2A; // see Figure 9

2: DTR.rtr:=calculatingRTR (interval-agent-x,interval-object-x); // It calculates the relative topological relation.

3: DTR.pv :=calculatingPV(interval-agent-y,interval-object-y); // It calculates the positional variant.

4: result:= DTR;
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Figure 8. An agent (rectangular shape) and an object (pentagonal shape) are projected in a one-
dimensional space in two different situations. Unlike assigning RTRs, shown in Figure 6, assigning
DTRs allows distinguishing between Cases I and II.

Figure 9. An agent (rectangular shape) and an object (pentagonal shape) are projected. The values of
the highlighted points in each rect are the data used to calculate the DTR between an agent and an
object.

3.3. Heuristic of Directional Qualitative Semantic

As stated above, an agent has two directions for spinning, and even an agent with one
spinning action can establish any directional topological relation with an object because
it is cyclic. Therefore, establishing any directional topological relation with an object can
always be resolved using the same spinning action. This leads to the generation of a goal
for the heuristic to not only establish a relation with an object but also choose the spinning
action that uses less time and energy to establish it. To achieve that goal, a structure that
organizes the representations which determine the effects of the decisions is necessary. A
total order structure allows for the establishment of a heuristic about actions and their
effects. Unlike relative topological relations, directional topological relations cannot be
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organized as a total order structure. This is not possible because, after an agent spins
360 degrees, it will still be in the same relation with the object. Thus, the structure selected
to organize directional topological relations is a cycle graph. The nodes of the cycle graph
are elements of D39. This cycle graph is named Directional Topological Reasoning Graph
(DTRG). The edges of a DTRG lead from the current DTR between an agent and an object
to the previous or following DTR when the agent is spinning. The direction of the edges
matches the direction of the spinning. In turn, the cycle graph must respect a cyclic order. A
cyclic order is a ternary relation that satisfies cyclicity, asymmetry, transitivity, and totality.
Those properties imply that the cyclic order arranges a set of objects in a circle. Thus, C is a
cyclic order, if the following is fulfilled:

C = {(e1, e2), (e2, e3), ..., (en−1, en), (en, e1)}

To denote a cyclic order, we use the following general notation:

C =)e1, e2, e3, ..., en(

We switch the common position of the parentheses (mimicking links of a chain that
must be united) to denote that it is a cyclic relation where the first and the last elements are
related.

Similar to TRLGs, DTRGs are made according to the relationship between the size of
the agent and the object. The angle of spinning is a real parameter. This differs from the
situation about discrete movements that has been studied [1,2]. In the discrete case, there
are six different situations caused by the discreteness. The continuity of the parameter
angle reduces the number of cases to three. However, the position in the space of the object
with regard to the agent causes a different positional variant to be assigned. The conditions
cited in Section 3.1 also determine which directional topological reasoning can and cannot
occur. Assuming Euclidian geometry, while there is a DTRG that has s=6 , there is not any
DTRG that has s=7 or s=8 as one of its nodes. Some DTRGs cannot exist because of the
condition that the agent is not able to collide with the spinning object. Thus, assuming that
the agent is bigger than the object, the following DTRG is not possible:

)s=1 , s=2 , s=3 , s+7 , s=11, s=12, s=13, s=12, s=11, s−7 , s=3 , s=2 , (

This DTRG cannot exist because the DTR between an object and an agent cannot
change in a Euclidean space from s=3 to s+7 since that modification cannot occur without
the agent’s spinning causing the object and the agent to collide.

Assuming that the object is bigger than the agent, the following DTRG is also not
possible:

)s=1 , s=2 , s=3 , s=4 , s=6 , s=9 , s=11, s=12, s=13, s=12, s=11, s=9 , s=6 , s=4 , s=3 , s=3 , s=2 (

The reason is because if the object is not surrounding the agent, the RTR between an
object and an agent cannot change from s=4 to s=6 directly, or from s=6 to s=9 among other
cases.

There are many DTRGs that are not possible, but there are 15 that can exist if the
conditions cited in the text are fulfilled. Initially, there are three main cases to consider: the
projection of the object in the agent’s horizontal axis is bigger than, equal to, or smaller
than the agent. We denote them as: DTRG>, DTRG=, and DTRG<. Each one of those
cases has different variants, because of the object’s position, that cause different positional
variants. We add a subindex to denote these variants of the main cases. Table 3 shows the
15 possible DTRGs. When the agent is smaller than the target, the number of DTRGs is
greater than when the agent is bigger than the target, which can be seen in Table 3, because
the agent and the target cannot have shapes and locations that generate the relations S=

5 or
S=

10 without breaching the conditions set out in this investigation to avoid collisions.
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Table 3. This table shows the DTRGs that can exist between an object and an agent that fulfill the
four conditions cited in the text.

Id Directional Topological Reasoning Graph

DTRG>
1 )s=1 , s+1 , s+2 , s+3 , s+5 , s+8 , s+10, s+11, s+12, s+13, s=13, s−13, s−12, s−11, s−10, s−8 , s−5 , s−3 , s−2 , s−1 (

DTRG>
2 )s=1 , s+2 , s+3 , s+5 , s+8 , s+10, s+11, s+12, s=13, s−12, s−11, s−10, s−8 , s−5 , s−3 , s−2 (

DTRG>
3 )s=1 , s=2 , s+3 , s+5 , s+8 , s+10, s+11, s=12, s=13, s=12, s−11, s−10, s−8 , s−5 , s−3 , s=2 (

DTRG>
4 )s=1 , s=2 , s=3 , s+3 , s+5 , s+8 , s+10, s+11, s=11, s=12, s=13, s=12, s=11, s−11, s−10, s−8 , s−5 , s−3 , s=3 , s=2 (

DTRG<
1 )s=1 , s+1 , s+2 , s+3 , s+4 , s+6 , s+9 , s+11, s+12, s+13, s=13, s−13, s−12, s−11, s−9 , s−6 , s−4 , s−3 , s−2 , s−1 (

DTRG<
2 )s=1 , s+2 , s+3 , s+4 , s+6 , s+9 , s+11, s+12, s=13, s−12, s−11, s−9 , s−6 , s−4 , s−3 , s−2 (

DTRG<
3 )s=1 , s=2 , s+3 , s+4 , s+6 , s+9 , s+11, s=12, s=13, s=12, s−11, s−9 , s−6 , s−4 , s−3 , s=2 (

DTRG<
4 )s=1 , s=2 , s=3 , s+3 , s+4 , s+6 , s+9 , s+11, s=11, s=12, s=13, s=12, s=11, s−11, s−9 , s−6 , s−4 , s−3 , s=3 , s=2 (

DTRG<
5 )s=1 , s=2 , s=3 , s+4 , s+6 , s+9 , s=11, s=12, s=13, s=12, s=11, s−9 , s−6 , s−4 , s=3 , s=2 (

DTRG<
6 )s=1 , s=2 , s=3 , s=4 , s+6 , s=9 , s=11, s=12, s=13, s=12, s=11, s=9 , s−6 , s=4 , s=3 , s=2 (

DTRG<
7 )s=1 , s=2 , s=3 , s=4 , s=6 , s+6 , s=6 , s=9 , s=11, s=12, s=13, s=12, s=11, s=9 , s=6 , s−6 , s=6 , s=4 , s=3 , s=2 (

DTRG=
1 )s=1 , s+1 , s+2 , s+3 , s+7 , s+11, s+12, s+13, s=13, s−13, s−12, s−11, s−7 , s−3 , s−2 , s−1 (

DTRG=
2 )s=1 , s+2 , s+3 , s+7 , s+11, s+12, s=13, s−12, s−11, s−7 , s−3 , s−2 (

DTRG=
3 )s=1 , s=2 , s+3 , s+7 , s+11, s=12, s=13, s=12, s−11, s−7 , s−3 , s=2 (

DTRG=
4 )s=1 , s=2 , s=3 , s+3 , s+7 , s+11, s=11, s=12, s=13, s=12, s=11, s−11, s−7 , s−3 , s=3 , s=2 (

Figure 10 presents a graphical representation of a DTRG that shows DTRG=
1 .

Figure 10. The DTRG=
1 to an agent and an object when they have the same directional size. The

nodes are labeled with natural numbers according to the function µ.

To achieve the shortest path, the agent must identify the correct DTRG to make
decisions about spinning. Identifying the correct DTRG requires the sizes of the agent and
the object, but the maximum size in the two-dimensional space is not necessary (as it is
in the TRLGs) because the maximum size of the projection depends on the orientation
between the agent and the object. The next subsection is dedicated to discussing the
method of selecting the correct DTRG.

Considering we have the correct DTRG, an agent has two spinning actions, a1 and a2.
a1 spins to the left and a2 spins to the right. The heuristic must select which action takes
less time. To do so, each node of the DTRG must be labeled with a natural number. The
labeling assigns 1 to any of the nodes of the DTRG and travelling in the same direction
assigns a number to each node visited, increasing one unit from the number assigned to
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last node. The label of one node will be determined by the function µ. Figure 10 shows the
labeling of one DTRG. In addition, each of the agent’s spinning actions is labeled with a
direction that matches the direction that the change of DTR takes when the spinning action
is applied. Thus, a1 is labeled with x and a2 with y. The next step consists of calculating
the distance in both directions from the current node to the wanted node in the DTRG, and,
thus, selecting the direction that provides a shorter distance. The distances are calculated
as follows:

dx =


|N| − |µ(nw)− µ(nc)| if µ(nw) > µ(nc)

µ(nc)− µ(nw) if µ(nw) ≤ µ(nc)

dy =


µ(nw)− µ(nc) if µ(nw) ≥ µ(nc)

|N| − |µ(nw)− µ(nc)| if µ(nw) < µ(nc)

where nc is the current node, nw is the wanted node, |N| is the cardinality of the set of
nodes of the DTRG, and |µ(nw)− µ(nc)| is the absolute value of the subtraction indicated.

Once the distances have been calculated, Table a in Figure 11 is used to retrieve a
direction label, and the result is then used to select the spinning action using Table b in
Figure 11.

Figure 11. (a) Table of the situations and their labels. (b) Table of the actions and their labels.

Note that, if d1 = d2 = 0, then the directional topological relation has been established.
The heuristic explained above, which we named the Heuristic of Directional Qualita-

tive Semantic (HDQS), is condensed in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Heuristic of Directional Qualitative Semantic (HDQS).
Ensure: A sequence of actions to establish a DTR.

1: CurrentDTR := calculatingCurrentDTR(projection-x, projection-y) ; // It calculates the actual directional topological relation

2: id-DTRG := selectDTRG; // It calculates which DTRG is required for reasoning. The function selectDTRG is Algorithm 3

3: DTRG := CreateDTRG(id-DTRG.caso, id-DTRG.variant); // This creates a DTRG of the required kind.

4: IF DTRG.isDTR(WantedDTR) THEN // It checks that the wanted DTR is possible.
BEGIN
WHILE ((CurrentDTR.rtr is different from WantedDTR.rtr) OR (CurrentDTR.variant is different from Wanted-

DTR.variant)) DO
BEGIN
distanceL := DTRG.calculatingLeftD(CurrentDTR,WantedDTR );
distanceR := DTRG.calculatingRightD(CurrentDTR,WantedDTR );
IF distanceL is greater than distanceR

THEN spinningR(angle);
ELSE spinningL(angle);

CurrentDTR :=calculActualDTR(projection-x, projection-y);
END;

END;
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3.4. Selecting a Directional Topological Reasoning Graph

The previous subsection briefly mentions the step for selecting the correct DTRG.
Selecting the correct DTRG is complex because an agent that registers information from
only the visual system cannot know the maximum length of the projection of some objects
because their shapes cause parts of their shapes to be hidden in some positions from the
agent’s visual system. If the agent does not know the size of the object, then it does not
know what DTR will and will not happen when it spins. Selecting the right DTRG using
the visual information is a dead end because there is not enough information, and the
problem of how the agent can acquire enough information to select the right DTRG must
be addressed.

The proposed solution requires specific physical structures for the agent. The agent
must possess a “neck” mechanism that allows for spinning its visual system while the
rest of the agent remains fixed. This idea is inspired by biology; we can find this kind of
structure in many animals whose necks allow them to spin their visual system. Spinning
its visual system alone would use much less energy than spinning the full agent and
would avoid unnecessary problems with stability. This action makes it possible to acquire
information about the correct DTRG without spinning the full agent in the following
way. When the agent spins its visual system, the agent registers which DTRs are being
established. There are some DTRs that only exist only in one of the DTRGs, so the agent
spins its visual system until it finds a DTR that is in only one DTRG. The system for
naming the DTRGs establishes three main cases and the variants of each of these cases. The
superindex determines the case, and the subindex determines the variant of the case (see
Table 2). We represent the unknown DTRG as DTRG�i . The DTRs have two components:
the first is an RTR (see Section 2) and the second a positional variant. The case can be
determined by detecting an RTR that differentiates one case from another. We call these
relations key RTRs. The key RTRs that determine the case DTRG are the following:

• Covers− 0, Contains, or Covers− 1 determine DTRG>.
• Equal determines DTRG=.
• CoveredBy− 0, Inside, or CoveredBy− 1 determine DTRG<.

Once the case is set, the variant can be determined by detecting two DTRs. We name a
pair of DTRs that allows determining a variant as a key DTR pair.

Therefore, the algorithm to determine the DTRG�i has two main steps. First, the agent
spins its visual system until it finds a key RTR with the object that determines the � of the
DTRG�i . The spinning direction of the visual system needed to find a key DTR depends
on the initial DTR between the object and the agent. If the visual system has 360-degree
vision and the initial DTR is not a key DTR, the algorithm to spin it consists of the four
following rules:

• If the positional variant is + or ≈, and the relative topological relation is Disjoint-0,
Meet-0, or Overlap-0, the visual system spins to the left.

• If the positional variant is + or ≈, and the relative topological relation is Overlap-1,
Meet-1, or Disjoint-1, the visual system spins to the right.

• If the positional variant is −, and the relative topological relation is Disjoint-0, Meet-0,
or Overlap-0, the visual system spins to the right.

• If the positional variant is +, and the relative topological relation is Overlap-1, Meet-1,
or Disjoint-1, the visual system spins to the left.

If the visual system only has 180-degree vision, the paths to find a key relative
topological relation will be longer in the cases where the positional variant is −, and
the agent will use the following rules:

• If the positional variant is +, ≈, or−, and the relative topological relation is Disjoint-0,
Meet-0, or Overlap-0, the visual system spins to the left.

• If the positional variant is +,≈, or−, and the relative topological relation is Overlap-1,
Meet-1, or Disjoint-1, the visual system spins to the right.
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The second main step is detecting a key pair of DTRs. The detection of the key pair
can be carried out when the agent spins the visual system in the inverse direction to the
first step to return to the initial position. If the initial DTR is a key DTR, then the visual
system must spin specifically to detect a key pair. The visual system needs to spin at a
maximum of 90 degrees to detect a key pair. Table 4 shows the key pairs that allow the
variant to be determined when the case is already known.

Table 4. This table shows the key pairs for detecting the DTRGs when the agent spins to the right. If
the agent spins to the left, the order of the pairs is the inverse.

Variant Key Pairs

DTRG>
1 (s=1 , s+1 ), (s+13, s=13), (s

=
13, s−13), (s

−
1 , s=1 )

DTRG>
2 (s=1 , s+2 ), (s+12, s=13), (s

=
13, s−12), (s

−
2 , s=1 )

DTRG>
3 (s=2 , s+3 ), (s+11, s=12), (s

=
12, s−11), (s

−
3 , s=2 )

DTRG>
4 (s=3 , s+3 ), (s+11, s=11), (s

=
11, s−11), (s

−
3 , s=3 )

DTRG<
1 (s=1 , s+1 ), (s+13, s=13), (s

=
13, s−13), (s

−
1 , s=1 )

DTRG<
2 (s=1 , s+2 ), (s+12, s=13), (s

=
13, s−12), (s

−
2 , s=1 )

DTRG<
3 (s=2 , s+3 ), (s+11, s=12), (s

=
12, s−11), (s

−
3 , s=2 )

DTRG<
4 (s=3 , s+3 ), (s+11, s=11), (s

=
11, s−11), (s

−
3 , s=3 )

DTRG<
5 (s=3 , s+4 ), (s+9 , s=11), (s

=
11, s−9 ), (s−4 , s=3 )

DTRG<
6 (s=4 , s+6 ), (s+6 , s=9 ), (s=9 , s−6 ), (s−6 , s=4 )

DTRG<
7 (s=6 , s+6 ), (s+6 , s=6 ), (s=6 , s−6 ), (s−6 , s=6 )

DTRG=
1 (s=1 , s+1 ), (s+13, s=13), (s

=
13, s−13), (s

−
1 , s=1 )

DTRG=
2 (s=1 , s+2 ), (s+12, s=13), (s

=
13, s−12), (s

−
2 , s=1 )

DTRG=
3 (s=2 , s+3 ), (s+11, s=12), (s

=
12, s−11), (s

−
3 , s=2 )

DTRG=
4 (s=3 , s+3 ), (s+11, s=11), (s

=
11, s−11), (s

−
3 , s=3 )

The steps explained above to determine the correct DTRG are condensed in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Algorithm to select a Directional Topological Reasoning Graph (DTRG).
Ensure: Directional Topological Reasoning Graph.

1: CurrentDTR := calculatingCurrentDTR ; // It calculates the current directional topological relation

2: IF KeyDTR(CurrentDTR)
THEN

BEGIN
id-DTRG.case := CalculatingCase(CurrentDTR); //id-DTRG stores the identification
KeyPair:= FindKeyPair;
id-DTRG.variation := CalculatingVariation(KeyPair);
END

ELSE
BEGIN
side := SelectSpinning(CurrentDTR);// the variable side contains 1-Left or 2-Right
WHILE not KeyDTR(DTR) DO

BEGIN
spinningHead(side);
CurrentDTR := calculatingCurrentDTR ;

END;
DTRG.case := CalculatingCase( ActualDTR );

WHILE angleHead greater than 0 DO
BEGIN
spinningHead(Inverse(side)); // the head goes back to its original position
END;

END
3: result:= DTRG;

A visual example of the process for selecting the DTRG to make decisions is shown in
Figure 12.
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The reader must note that this new heuristic completely avoids the use of any quanti-
tative angle parameter to make decisions. The heuristic works by choosing between two
actions: one spins clockwise and the other anticlockwise, and both spin a small quantity of
degrees, a quantity that is not needed to know to the choice.

Figure 12. These images show the process for selecting a DTRG to make decisions. (a) The agent
starts to spin its visual system to find a key DTR. (b) The agent detects the DTR s+1 that is the first
relation of a key pair. (c) The agent spins the visual system in the other direction. (d) The agent
detects the DTR s=1 that is the second relation of the key pair (s+1 , s=1 ). Thus, the agent knows it must
use the DTRG>

1 .

4. Testing

We developed a computer program to research different aspects of the DTRs and
DTRGs. It was implemented in Object Pascal using the environment Delphi 10.4. The
program allows for tree options in a two-dimensional space that contains an object and
an agent. The shape and size of the object can be modified each time an option is chosen.
The program is designed in a way that the agent can spin one degree each time it executes
the action. The first option, called Manual Control, allows the user to control the agent
by using one button to spin to the left and another to spin to the right. The program
calculates the DTR between the agent and the object in real time. The second option, called
Generating DTRG, generates the DTRG between the agent and the object while the agent
spins 360 degrees. The third option, called Automatic Control, allows the user to determine
a DTR as a goal, and the reasoning algorithm that uses the HDQS is activated to establish a
directional topological relation. Every option creates two screens: the allocentric view and
the egocentric view. The allocentric view shows the positions of the object and the agent in
real time from the point of view of an external observer. The egocentric view shows how
the agent perceives the location of the object. The egocentric view also shows the projection
of the object on the horizontal axis with red lines. A video showing all the options can be
found in the Supplementary Materials.

The program’s options show the modeling steps. The program’s first option shows
how the directional information contained in a quantitative situation in a two-dimensional
space between an agent and an object is described by calculating the DTR between both.
The method to calculate the DTR is described in Algorithm 1. The second option generates
a DTRG, the sequence of DTRs that corresponds to an agent and an object generated when
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the agent spins 360 degrees, and it shows that it is always a cycle graph. The third option
shows how calculating the DTRG associated with an agent and an object, the heuristic
HDQS, described in Algorithm 2, allows for making decisions to select the agent’s spinning
action to establish a specific DTR with the object.

It is important to take into account that the agent does not detect some DTRs in some
implementations when it is spinning. This happens because the agent can only spin a
finite quantity, and there is a sequence of states between the initial state before spinning
and the final state after spinning. If there is any state in that sequence in which its DTR is
different from the DTR associated with the initial or the final state, that DTR is not detected.
DTRs that are only established with one specific quantitative value, for example DTRs with
first components of Equal, Meet− 0, or CoveredBy− 0 are susceptible to being undetected.
Therefore, the program detects when the agent cannot establish a DTR because of a lack
of precision, and it emits a message reporting the situation. This is possible because the
program detects the following DTR to the goal DTR.

5. Applying the HDQS

In previous research, we presented an architecture, Topological Qualitative Navigation
Architecture 1.0 (TQNA 1.0), which allows qualitative navigation through unknown and dy-
namic open spaces using topological notions [3]. The architecture uses the HTQS [2], which
is a decision-making method for forward and lateral movements. It uses virtual objects to
avoid objects while navigating, specifically by using doors, and the doors implemented
in [3] were only horizontal doors.

When an agent that implements TQNA 1.0 arrives to a place where it cannot move
forward because there is a wall that expands horizontally, it cannot apply the HTQS to
make a decision because there are no horizontal doors. To avoid this situation, TQNA 1.0
implements a reflex so that the agent systematically chooses a spinning action when there
is no horizontal door to navigate towards. The method can be implemented in two ways:
always selecting the same spinning action or randomly choosing between spinning left
and right. However, both methods imply making a decision without using information
from the environment.

The CTTC proposes that the basis of cognitive processes is computing the data con-
tained in a representation of the environment according to their semantics [22]. TQNA 1.0
does not fulfill the CTTC because of this gap in the process of making navigation decisions
when there are no horizontal doors. For the TQNA to fulfill the CTTC completely, we
propose implementing another kind of door, a lateral door, and using the HDQS to spin a
lateral door to make it a horizontal door.

To implement the HDQS in the TQNA to address the situation of no horizontal doors,
the following requirements must be incorporated in the workflow:

1. Detect the lateral doors to the left and right of the agent.
2. Include establishing a horizontal orientation to a lateral door as the goal to achieve in

the Base of Qualitative Goals.
3. Include the case without horizontal doors in the inference motor.
4. Decide between using the HTQS or HDQS in accordance with the kind of goal.

To fulfill these requirements, the autonomous process of objective selection (APOS)
and maker of decisions required reprogramming. The APOS has been modified by adding
two structures to store the lateral doors (both left and right) and adding code to the
Environmental Analysis Process to generate left and right lateral doors. In addition, it
required adding a qualitative task that specifies modifying the directional topological
orientation in the Base of Qualitative Tasks and the inference motor to generate qualitative
concrete goals that involve modifying the agent’s orientation.

Regarding the maker of decisions, it has incorporated the HDQS and the code to
select either the HDQS or HTQS depending on the kind of qualitative concrete goal. After
making the previous modifications in the TQNA 1.0, a new architecture was obtained,
TQNA 2.0. The diagram in Figure 14 shows how the TQNA 2.0 works.
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In TQNA 2.0, HDQS allows for substituting the reflex implemented in the TQNA 1.0
by a process that makes decisions regarding the state of the environment. In Figure 13, we
show how an agent that implements TQNA 2.0 acts in a situation in which there are no
horizontal doors.

Figure 13. An example of the steps that an agent follows to make a decision to spin using HDQS.
(a) The agent does not detect any horizontal door. (b) The agent detects a lateral door. (c) The agent
uses the HDQS to select an action to spin. (d) After spinning, the agent detects a horizontal door.

However, despite incorporating HDQS, TQNA 2.0 requires reflex for the agent to
make a decision because a situation could occur in which no horizontal and lateral doors
exist, and the agent would not make any decisions. Thus, one reflex is implemented to
address that situation in TQNA 2.0.

We implemented TQNA 2.0 in the agents of the microworld previously used to test
TQNA 1.0 [3]. The microworld is a finite two-dimensional space. In microworld, the agents
need to “eat” a specific kind of object of the microworld to stay alive, and there are obstacles
of different sizes. The agents have arms that can move to pick things up and a “mouth” to
eat things. The obstacles and the foodstuff are generated randomly at the initiation of the
program’s execution. The food is only available in a position for a short period of time, so
the agents need to explore the environment constantly, and the probability that the food
will appear again in the same position is very small. We used Delphi 10.4 to implement the
program, and we tested whether it allows the agents to survive too, and the result is that
they navigated successfully. The diagram in Figure 14 shows how TQNA 2.0 works.
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Figure 14. Diagram of TQNA 2.0.

6. Discussion

The HDQS presented here endorses the concept of a qualitative heuristic proposed
by the CTTC, and its implementation in the TQNA 2.0 showed how the HDQS applies to
qualitative navigation in open unknown and dynamic spaces. In addition, incorporating
the HDQS in the architecture TQNA 2.0 allowed us to observe that there are situations
that the HDQS cannot solve, and it has required implementing a reflex for those situations.
The necessity of using a reflex in the architecture resides in the fact that TQNA 2.0 does
not contain a global spatial representation that includes the regions not registered by the
sensor when the agent has to make a decision. Thus, addressing the creation of a global
spatial representation by employing the principles of the CTTC emerges as a future goal of
the MROTN program. In addition, the research included in this paper can be continued in
several ways. One is studying the prediction of collisions between an object and an agent
when the agent spins and by creating methods to avoid these collisions. Another is varying
the number of positional variants. Three positional variants are proposed in this paper to
create the set of DTRs, but the number of positional variants could be higher. It would be
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interesting to study the differences between sets of DTRs made with different numbers
of positional variants. In addition, it must be noted that the results presented here are a
starting point to develop methods of navigation in closed spaces (e.g., buildings), to allow
for decision-making about moving sideways, and to recover the position of an object left
behind because of a higher priority task or because the nature of the task requires that it be
done in a sequence.

Another important issue that must be noted for future work is that spinning actions
are not the only actions that modify the directional topological relations. The actions
of scrolling left, right, forwards, and backwards also modify the directional topological
relation between an object and the agent. Additionally, it should be noted that there
are elements of D39 that are not in the DTRGs, which could help with reasoning about
scrolling left, right, forwards, and backwards. Although D39 is only directional informa-
tion, it is coded into a topological form for the reasoning process. This fact is important
because it opens the door to research that combines directional information and topological
information to make decisions.

The research conducted for this article reveals that a problem can emerge to establish
a DTR caused by the minimum spinning that can be executed by the robot. However,
infinite precision is never required. Thus, one solution to handle problems with precision
could be using the fuzzy framework, which involves using fuzzy complementary relative
topological relations [27]. It allows us to determine what degree of truth is enough to
establish one DTR.

7. Conclusions

This article presents the research performed in the MROTN program about making
spinning decisions to establish orientation states between an object and an agent. The
HDQS, a new heuristic that allows for making spinning decisions to establish directional
relations between an object and an agent, is presented. The heuristic requires that the object
and the agent be in positions such that the agent does not collide with the object when it
spins, and the object does not surround the agent because, in that situation, directional
information cannot be established. The HDQS has a low computational complexity that
allows it to be used in robots that need to react in real time.

This heuristic uses a method that encodes directional information into topological
information. The method, which encodes directional information about alignment of the
object and the agent through topological information, has two steps. In the first step, it
assigns a place in a one-dimensional topological space to the object and the agent by pro-
jecting them. The relative topological relation between the agent and the object is calculated
by using the spaces the object and the agent occupy in the one-dimensional topological
space. However, because the projection transforms a shape from a two-dimensional space
onto a one-dimensional space, some information will disappear. Therefore, the number of
relations must be expanded to differentiate more situations. The proposal in this paper uses
three positional variants, PV. Thus, the second step is calculating the positional variant.
The directional information is encoded with one RTR and one positional variant. Each
pair of these elements is called a directional topological relation (DTR). There are 39 DTRs,
and the set of them is represented by D39. It is very important to note that D39 is only
directional information, even though it is coded in topological form. Using the elements of
D39, the DTRGs are created. The DTRGs are cyclic graphs, which allow reasoning to find
the shortest path to establish a DTR.

To summarize, qualitative directions have mainly been used in developing global navi-
gation methods to plan a path [16–18]. However, to the best of the author’s knowledge, no
previous work has considered local navigation using qualitative directions. The HDQS allows
for making spinning decisions to establish directional relations. Thus, this new result of the
MROTN program opens the door to create methods for local navigation using qualitative
directions and methods to process qualitative language about directional information.
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RTR Relative Topological Relation
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MROTN Multifunctional Robot On Topological Notions
TQNA Topological Qualitative Navigation Architecture
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